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Abstract—It is well known that in an asynchronous system where processes are prone to crash, it is impossible to design a protocol

that provides each process with the set of processes that are currently alive. Basically, this comes from the fact that it is impossible to

distinguish a crashed process from a process that is very slow or with which communications are very slow. Nevertheless, designing

protocols that provide the processes with good approximations of the set of processes that are currently alive remains a real challenge

in fault-tolerant-distributed computing. This paper proposes such a protocol, plus a second protocol that allows to cope with

heterogeneous communication networks. These protocols consider a realistic computation model where the processes are provided

with nonsynchronized local clocks and a function �ðÞ that takes a local duration � as a parameter, and returns an integer that is an

estimate of the number of processes that could have crashed during that duration �. A simulation-based experimental evaluation of

the proposed protocols is also presented. These experiments show that the protocols are practically relevant.

Index Terms—Approximation protocol, asynchronous system, coverage assumption, crash failure, crash detection, fault-tolerance,

message passing, nonsynchronized local clocks.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

D ETECTING Process Crashes. A synchronous message-
passing system is a system in which there are bounds

on message transfer delay and processing time. Moreover,
these bounds are known by the processes that can
consequently use them in their computation. Considering
a synchronous message-passing system prone to process
crashes (without recovery), a main problem in fault-
tolerant-distributed computing consists in designing a
protocol that allows a process to determine an estimate
of the number of crashes. An easy protocol suited to
synchronous systems is as follows: Let us assume, without
loss of generality, that the processing of a message takes no
time (the processing time of a message can be included in its
transfer delay). Consider that a process answers an inquiry
message in return. To compute an estimate of the current
number of crashed processes, a process broadcasts an
inquiry message, sets a timer to the maximal round-trip
delay, and waits until the timer expires. It can then safely
conclude that all the processes from which it has not
received an answer before the timer expiration have
crashed. Moreover, this estimation is an underestimate as
a process can crash just after having sent its answer.

Conversely, an asynchronous message-passing system is

characterized by the fact that there is no assumption on

message transfer delay (except the fact that any delay is

finite) [1], [13]. It follows that there is no notion of “maximal
round-trip delay” in pure asynchronous systems. Conse-
quently, even if a process is allowed to use timers, there is
no way for it to safely detect process crashes, whatever the
time-out values it uses. The impossibility to distinguish a
crashed process from a process with which communication
is very slow is one of the main difficulties one has to face
when designing distributed fault-tolerant services. The
most famous related result is the impossibility to solve the
consensus problem in asynchronous systems prone to even
a single-process crash failure [8].

The classical asynchronous distributed system model.
Let n be the number of processes that the system is made up
of (we consider static systems). A classical way to address
the previous drawback consists in augmenting the asyn-
chronous system model with an additional parameter,
usually denoted t (t < n), that is assumed to be an upper
bound on the number of processes that can crash. This
parameter t can be seen as a guess on the future behavior of
the system.

Let us consider, in that model, the simple problem of a
process p that wants to obtain data from “as many processes
as possible.” To that end, p broadcasts a query. Classically,
the model parameter t is used to define a logical deadline
after which the querying process stops waiting for
responses: it waits until it has received n� t responses
(without using any timer).

Let us define the response quality associated with a given
query as the number of responses (to that query) that are
received. The classical asynchronous system model has two
weaknesses when we are interested in the response quality
criterion. Let f be the actual number of process crashes.

. If f < t, as the querying process waits only for n� t
responses, it is missing t� f responses. This can be
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particularly penalizing when f is small, as the more
responses the querying process obtains, the better it
is. More precisely, the response quality is always n�
t (whatever the actual number of process crashes),
while it could be up to n� f .

. If f > t, the querying process blocks forever. This is
because, after it has received n� f responses, the
querying process keeps on waiting for the f � t
missing responses that will never be sent.

In the first case, the response quality can be severely
reduced. In the second case, while the model parameter t is
assumed to be an upper bound on the number of process
crashes in any execution, it appears that t is not such an
upper bound in some executions. Of course, a greater value
of t could have been chosen, but in that case, the response
quality could become very low in the executions where f is
much smaller than t. Finding a good approximation of the
current number of crashed processes is consequently one of
the challenges one has to take up when one wants to ensure
a good response quality while preventing process perma-
nent blocking.

Related Work. The problem posed by process crashes
has received a lot of attention in distributed agreement
problems. The impossibility to solve such problems in
asynchronous systems prone to process crashes has been
proved in [8]. Ways to circumvent this impossibility are
presented in [3] (failure detector approach; see [17] for a
survey of this approach), [5] (additional synchrony), [2],
and [16] (randomized protocols).

A failure detection service suited to large-scale systems
and based on a gossip service is proposed in [19]. Group
membership failure detection is investigated in [18]. Adap-
tive failure detection is considered in [7]. Failure detection in
the timed asynchronous system model [4] is addressed in [6].
Krishnamurthy et al. [11] studies the degradation of the
quality of service due to uncertain variations in (load and)
unanticipated failures. Hayashibara et al. [9] present a new
approach that associates a suspicion level (on a continuous
scale) with each process, and dynamically adjusts to network
conditions the scale on which the suspicion level is expressed.

Content of the Paper. The paper is on the determination
on the fly of the processes that are alive in an asynchronous
message-passing system. It has several contributions.

. The first contribution is a new model for asynchro-
nous message-passing systems. As we have seen, the
classical parameter t is an assumption that can be
satisfied or not in a given execution. The proposed
model replaces that assumption by another assump-
tion on the maximum number of processes that
could crash during a given time duration.

More precisely, the model assumes that the
processes are provided with nonsynchronized local
clocks and can invoke a function (denoted as �ðÞ)
that takes a duration as a parameter. �ð�Þ returns
to the invoking process, an integer that is an
estimate of the number of processes that can crash
during � units of time.

. An �ðÞ-based distributed protocol is presented and
proved to be correct. That protocol provides each
process with an estimate of the processes that are

currently alive. The proposed protocol is based on a
simple query-response mechanism and the local
clock of the querying process (to make the presenta-
tion easier, a global clock-based protocol is first
presented). That protocol has the following note-
worthy properties: It imposes no constraint on the
number of processes that can crash, and always
terminates. So, it does not suffer the previous
limitation inherent to the explicit t-based model.

. A simulation study is presented that evaluates the
quality of the set currently output at each process. It
appears that this quality is pretty good as an alive
process does not remain suspected for a long time
and a crashed process is quickly suspected.

. A protocol is presented that allows heterogeneous
communication to be taken into account. In such
systems, a high degree of clustering can increase the
number of rounds needed to converge. The ap-
proach proposed to overcome this problem consists
in requiring a process to wait before proceeding to
the next communication round. The duration of this
additional waiting period for the round rþ 2 is a
function that takes into account the local arrival
dates of late messages (messages that arrive at round
rþ 1 while they should have arrived at round r).

Roadmap. The paper is made up of seven sections.
Section 2 presents the computation model. Then, Section 3
introduces two distributed protocols that provide each
process p with a set containing the processes that p can
consider as the processes currently alive. The presentation
of these protocols is incremental: The first protocol is based
on a global clock that all the processes can read. The second
protocol shows that that global clock is not mandatory and
can be replaced by nonsynchronized local clocks. Then,
Section 4 presents a simulation study of the local clock-
based protocol. It shows that the protocol is both mean-
ingful and fast. “Meaningful” means that the probability to
suspect an alive process is very small; “fast” means that an
alive process that is currently suspected becomes very
quickly nonsuspected. Section 5 proposes an extended
computation model including both the parameter t and �ðÞ.
Section 6 proposes a protocol that allows to deal with
heterogeneous communication networks and presents a
simulation study. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 SYSTEM MODEL

Asynchronous System. The system is made up of a set � ¼
fp1; . . . ; png of n processes (nodes) that communicate by
exchanging messages. Each process proceeds at its own
speed and, though each message takes a finite time for
going from its sender to its receiver, there is no bound on
message transfer delays. This means that, on both the
process side and message side, the system is asynchronous.

Failure model. The underlying network is assumed to be
reliable in the sense that no message can be lost, duplicated, or
corrupted. Moreover, if a message is received, it has
previously been sent by a process. While the asynchronous
communication network is reliable, processes are not. A
process can crash (i.e., it definitely stops executing opera-
tions). Given a system execution, a process that crashes is said
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to be faulty (in that execution). A process that does not crash is

said to be correct (in the corresponding execution). A process

is alive until it (possibly) crashes.
Broadcast Operation. The processes are provided with a

BROADCAST ðmÞ operation, where m is a message. Such an

operation is not atomic. It can be seen as a shortcut for: “for

each pj 2 � do send (m) to pj end do.”
This means that if the sender does not crash while

executing this operation, the message m is sent to all the

processes, including its sender. If the sender crashes, the

message m is sent to an arbitrary subset of the processes.
Local Clock. Each process is provided with a local clock.

It obtains the current local date by invoking the operation

local_clock(). The local clocks of the processes are not

synchronized: They can have different values at the same

real-time instant � .
We assume that the local clocks are drift-free. (Con-

sidering local clocks that have a drift upper and lower

bounds is possible. We do not consider it as it would only

add a syntactic burden to our presentation.) A local clock is

used only to measure the time duration that elapses during

two local events. It is assumed that the grain of a local clock

is such that the clock increases between consecutive local

events.
�ðÞ Function. As we have seen in the introduction, in

order to design useful nontrivial protocols despite process

crash occurrences, a system model has to include some

assumption on the system behavior. Such an assumption is

a guess that, when satisfied by the system, allows the design

of correct and nonblocking protocols (as we have seen in

Section 1, the classical parameter t is such an assumption).
The parameter t is static in the sense that it is defined once

and forever. So, instead of t, we propose a system model that

provides the processes with an operation, denoted as�ðÞ that,

taking a duration � as a parameter, returns to the invoking

process an integer belonging to ½0::n� 1�. That integer is an

estimate of the number of processes that could crash during �

time units. As can be seen, the function�ðÞprovides a guess on

the system behavior, but this guess is more dynamic than t. To

be useful, the function �ðÞ has to satisfy the following

properties.

. �1 � �2 ) �ð�1Þ � �ð�2Þ (nondecreasing).

. It eventually increases according to the duration (the
more time elapses, the more processes can crash).
More formally: 8�1 such that �ð�1Þ < n� 1, 9�2 >
�1 such that �ð�2Þ > �ð�1Þ.

From a practical point of view, �ðÞ can be defined from
observations of previous system runs, these runs providing
a realistic value for the maximum number of processes that
crash per time unit.

Remark. When we consider the particular case where the
function �ðÞ always returns n� 1 (whatever the value of �),
we obtain the particular case of the classical asynchronous
model where, at any time, the only assumption a process
can rely on is that at most t ¼ n� 1 processes have crashed.

3 COMPUTING APPROXIMATIONS OF THE SET

OF ALIVE PROCESSES

This section presents a protocol that provides each process
with the set of the processes that are deemed to be alive. An
estimate of the set of crashed processes can easily be
computed by subtracting this set from � (the whole set of
processes). To make it easier to understand, as mentioned in
Section 1, the protocol is presented incrementally in two
steps. We first assume that the processes have access to a
common global clock. Then, that global clock is approxi-
mated with the nonsynchronized local clocks. Without loss
of generality, we assume that local processing by the
processes takes no time, only message transfer takes
(arbitrary) time.

3.1 A Global Clock-Based Protocol

So, let us assume that the system provides the processes
with a common clock that they can read by invoking the
operation global_clock(). Each process regularly executes
the operation estimate() described in Fig. 1, which provides
it with the set of processes deemed to be alive. This set is
returned at line 09.

Local variables. Each process pi manages three local
variables.

. The variable esti is composed of two fields: esti:set
and esti:date. The field esti:set represents pi’s current
estimate of the processes that are currently alive. As
we will see, all the processes belonging to this set
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were alive at time � ¼ esti:date (when esti:date > 0).
(Initially, esti:set ¼ � and esti:date ¼ 0.)1

. The variable rec fromi is also composed of two fields:
rec fromi:set is the last set of processes from which pi
has received response messages; rec fromi:date is a
conservative date indicating that the processes of
rec fromi:setwere not crashed at time rec fromi:date.

. start timei is an auxiliary variable that contains the
last date at which pi sent a query message.

Process behavior. As indicated, until it possibly crashes,

each process pi repeatedly executes the operation estimate().

That operation consists of a query/response mechanism as

introduced in [14]: pi issues a query (line 02) and waits for

corresponding responses (line 03).2 (The responses received

after pi stops waiting are discarded.) Then, pi computes the

new values of rec fromi and esti as follows.

. rec fromi:set is the set of processes from which pi,
during its waiting period (lines 03-04), has received
responses to its last query. Let us observe that,
whatever the round-trip delays associated with these
query/responses, all the processes that sent a
response were alive when pi issued the query, i.e.,
at time start timei. Consequently, rec fromi:date is
set to start timei (lines 05).

. When a response to a query (issued by a process pi)
is sent back to pi by a process pj, that response
carries the current value of the local variable
rec fromj (see the background task).

The union of the sets rec fromj:set received by pi
are used to define the new value of esti:set (line 08),

these processes are the processes deemed alive by pi.

Moreover, as the processes in rec fromj:set were

alive at time �j ¼ rec fromj:date, we can conclude

that the processes in esti:set were alive at time

minð�j1 ; . . . ; �j; . . . ; �jxÞ (where each �j corresponds to

a response received by pi during its waiting period);

esti:date is accordingly set to that date (line 07).

It now remains to specify, for each query, how many

responses a process pi has to wait for (lines 03 and 04). This

is where the �ðÞ function provided by the model comes into

play. Until it stops waiting, pi repeatedly evaluates

� ¼ � ðglobal_clock() � esti:dateÞ (line 04). The current

value of � is an approximation of the number of processes

that could have crashed since the date � ¼ esti:set up to

now. Then, pi waits until it has received response messages

from jesti:setj � � processes, i.e., the set of processes it

considers alive at time � ¼ esti:set, minus the processes that

could have crashed since that time (line 03). (As already

indicated, the responses that arrive too late are discarded.)
Properties. It is important to see that a set esti:set can

decrease or increase according to the values of the sets

rec fromj:set received by its process pi.

The following theorems state the properties provided by
the protocol. Theorems 1 and 2 define the safety property
ensured by the protocol. More precisely, Theorem 1 states
that every crash is eventually detected, while Theorem 2
gives its meaning to esti:date (namely, the processes
returned by an invocation were alive at time esti:date).
Theorem 3 addresses the liveness of the protocol.

Theorem 1. Let us consider an execution in which pk is a faulty
process and pi is a correct process. There a time after which pk
does not belong to esti:set.

Proof. Let � be a time after which no process receives
responses from pk (as pk crashes, it sends only a finite
number of response messages, and consequently the
time � does exist). This means that from � , no process pj
includes pk in its set rec fromj:set. It is possible that at � ,
there are response messages that are in transit and carry
a set including pk; if it is the case, the number of such
messages is finite. Let � 0 � � be a time after which no
process receives a response carrying a rec from:set set
including pk (due to the previous observation and the
fact that any message takes a finite time, � 0 does exist). It
follows from lines 03 and 08 that, after � 0, no process pi
insert pk in its set esti:set. tu

Theorem 2. Let us consider an invocation estimate() issued by a
process pi. None of the processes in the esti:set returned as
that invocation was crashed at time � ¼ esti:date.

Proof. Let us first observe that any process placed in the set
rec fromj:set by a process pj was alive when pj issued
the corresponding query (otherwise that process could
not send back a response to that query). The processes
that are placed in rec fromj:set were consequently alive
at the time �j ¼ rec fromj:date (the date at which pj
issued the query).

Let us now consider a process pi that computes
esti:date and esti:set at lines 07 and line 08, respectively.
The theorem follows from the facts that: 1) esti:set is the
union of the rec fromj:set just received, and 2) esti:date
is the smallest of the associated rec fromj:date dates. tu

Theorem 3. Every invocation of estimate() by a correct process
terminates.

Proof. The only statement where a correct process pi can
block forever is the wait until statement (lines 03 and 04).
So, let us assume by contradiction that pi blocks forever
in this wait statement. Due to line 04, it continuously
computes a new value for �. As esti:date does not change
between successive computations of �, and the values
returned by the successive invocations global_clock()
always eventually increase, it follows from the properties
of �ðÞ that the local predicate jesti:setj � � � 1 eventually
becomes true. As the links are reliable, pi receives at least
its response to its own query. Consequently, there is a
time after which jesti:setj � � � 1 is true and pi has
received its own response. When this occurs, pi stops
waiting, contradicting the initial assumption. tu

3.2 A Local Clock-Based Protocol

This section adapts the previous protocol to a setting
without a global clock, each process being provided only
with a local clock. As the local clocks are not synchronized,
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each clock is a “purely” local object (which means that the
value of a given clock is meaningless outside its process).

The problem consists, for each process pi, in associating a
local date �i with each set esti:set, such that �i is as recent as
possible, and all the processes that belong to esti:set were
alive at time �i (assuming an external observer that uses
the local clock of pi to timestamp all the events that occur in
the system). As soon as such a time value is determined, pi
can use it to compute an approximation of the number of
processes that can have crashed since the last computation
of esti:set (as done at lines 03 and 04 of the global time-
based protocol described in Fig. 1).

Local Variables. To attain the previous goal, each
process is provided with some of the previous data
structures plus new ones.

. esti: This local variable is the same as the previous. It
has two fields esti:set and esti:date with the same
meaning. The only difference is that now esti:date
refers to a local date defined from the local clock of pi.

. rec fromi: This local variable is now a simple set
whose meaning is the same as rec fromi:set in the
previous protocol.

. Each process maintains two additional local arrays,
denoted helping datei½1::n� and last datei½1::n�. Their
meaning is the following: When a process pj returns
a response to a query issued by pi, it sends its current
local time value (see the background task of Fig. 2).
When it receives that time value (that is meaningful
only for pj), pi stores it as last datei½j� (line 05). In
that way, pi is able to indicate to pj the date
(measured with pj’s local clock) at which pj sent its
last response to pi.

Unfortunately (as we will see in Theorem 4), this

is not sufficient to guarantee the property stated

above relating esti:set and esti:date (all the processes

of esti:set were alive at �i ¼ esti:date). We need to

send back to pj not the last date, but the previous

one. That date is kept by pi in helping datei½j�.
Process Behavior. The behavior of pi is described in

Fig. 2. It is nearly the same as the behavior defined for the

global time-based protocol. When pi sends a response

message to pj, it sends the current value of the set

rec fromi, the current value of its local clock (to be helped

by pj), and the current value of helping datei½j� to help pj in
its duration computation.

When it receives a value helping datej½i� from a process pj
(line 02), pi uses it to compute the date esti:date it associates
with the set esti:set (line 07).

Properties. Theorems 1, 2, and 3 remain true when we
consider the local clock-based protocol described in Fig 2.
While the proofs of Theorem 1 and 3 are nearly the same,
this is no longer true for Theorem 2. So, here we provide
only a proof suited to the nonsynchronized local clock
model for Theorem 2.

Theorem 4. Let us consider an invocation estimate() issued by a

process pi as described in Fig. 2. None of the processes in the
esti:set returned by that invocation was crashed at time

� ¼ esti:date.
Proof. To prove the theorem, we consider a process pk that

belongs to a set rec fromj that pi uses to define the new
value of esti:set (line 08). We show that pk was alive at
pi’s local time esti:date.

The corresponding situation is depicted in Fig. 3
where two queries issued by pj are described such that
the two corresponding response messages sent by pi are
processed by pj. Let �1

i and �2
i be the current values of pi’s

local clock when that process sent the corresponding
response messages.

Due to the protocol, we have the following after pj has
processed the message response2

i from pi and the
message response2

k from pk:

. helping datej½i� ¼ �1
i and last datej½i� ¼ �2

i (lines 05
and 06 executed by pj).

. pk 2 rec fromj (line 04 executed by pj).
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Let us first observe that pk can crash just after sending
the message response2

k (this is indicated with a dotted
cross in the figure). Such a crash might happen before pi
receives the query2

j message, which means that it is
possible the pk crashes before pi’s local clock becomes
equal to �2

i . We conclude from that observation that
when it receives from pj the message responsej (carrying
rec fromj such that pk 2 rec fromj), pi cannot conclude
that pk was alive when its local time was �2

i .
As indicated by the protocol, the message responsej

sent by pj carries helping datej½i� ¼ �1
i , and accordingly,

pi uses that local date when it computes esti:date (line 07).
We then have esti:date � �1

i . We show that pk was alive
when pi’s local clock was equal to �1

i . This follows from
the following observation based on Lamport’s happened
before relation [12].

. pj issues its second query (query2
j ) after it has

processed the response1
i message from pi.

. pk sends the response2
k message after it has

received the corresponding query (query2
j ).

. It follows from the happened before relation and the
previous items that the event e1 precedes the event
e4, from which we conclude that pk was alive
when pi’s local clock was equal to �1

i , which
proves the theorem. tu

3.3 An Improvement of the Local
Clock-Based Protocol

In the protocol presented in the previous section, when at
line 02, a process has received responses from jesti:setj � �
processes, it stops waiting and computes the new value of
esti:set.

Let us consider the case where jesti:setj � � is small when
pi stops waiting. This can be due to the fact that processes
have crashed. This can also be due to the fact that messages
from alive processes had not yet arrived, while �ðÞ was
providing greater and greater values as time was elapsing
(line 03). A simple way to correct the bad behavior of the
second case is as follows. When it has received responses
from jesti:setj � � processes and jesti:setj � � is small, pi
waits during an additional period of time (this period of
time can be longer and longer as jesti:setj � � becomes
smaller and smaller) in the hope to receive more responses.
If it receives additional responses, it can consider them when
it computes esti:set. Otherwise, its behavior is unchanged.
(It is easy to see that as the system is asynchronous, the
proofs of the theorems remain valid when the protocol
includes such an additional finite waiting period.)

Remark: When n is Unknown. Let us consider the case of
the asynchronous systems where the processes are provided
with a broadcast operation that allows each process to send
the same message to the rest of processes in the system (e.g.,
like Ethernet networks, radio networks, or IP-multicast).
Interestingly, in such a context, none of the previous
protocols requires the specific knowledge of the number n
of processes (the size n arrays of the second protocol can be
replaced by unbounded arrays or lists). This means that the
code of both protocols is independent of the system size.

4 SIMULATION-BASED EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

As indicated in Section 1, in a pure asynchronous system,
there is no way for a process to know whether a given

process has crashed or is only very slow. The computation
model considered in the previous sections allows only each
process to: 1) use a local clock to measure time durations
and 2) invoke a predefined �ðÞ function. It is not powerful
enough to allow circumvention of the previous impossi-
bility result.3 As we have seen, the previous protocols
“only” provide each process with a local estimate of the
processes that are alive. The formal properties associated
with these estimates are stated in Theorems 1-4.

So, an important issue concerns the practical relevance of
the estimate sets that are computed. This can be summar-
ized in the following question: “how accurate is the estimate
each process is provided with by the protocol?” To answer
this question, simulation-based experiments have been
realized. The simulation considers the protocol based on
nonsynchronized local clocks (Fig. 2).

4.1 The Simulation Model

The answer to the previous question depends on several
parameters including the communication subsystem, the
distribution of the message transmission delays, the crash
pattern, and the definition of the �ðÞ function.

The Underlying Network. The simulator executes a
sequence of rounds. A round corresponds to an execution of
the operation estimate() by each process. At each round, the
simulator computes randomly (using a normal distribution
law) the transfer delays of the messages. At the end of a
round, each process obtains a local estimate of the set of the
processes that are alive. This estimate is then used by the
protocol to bound the number of responses that the process
waits for during the next round.

In order to simulate a realistic communication subsystem,
thesimulation is as follows.The network is definedbyrouters.
The processes and the routers are randomly distributed in a
two-dimensional geometric space (uniform distribution law).
There are a given number of routers and each process is
connected to its closest router (so, no two processes commu-
nicate directly, some processes communicate through one
router, while other processes communicate through several
routers). The communication between routers is assumed to
bemorecostly thanthecommunicationbetweenaprocessand
its router. The simulator considers three routers and assumes
that the communication between two routers is three times
more costly than the communication between a process and
the router it is connected to. (In fact, we run our simulator with
different numbers of routers, and the conclusion was that the
number of routers—despite the fact that this number is much
smaller than the number of processes— does not affect the
results in a noteworthy manner.)4

Crash Pattern and Function �ðÞ. The simulation con-
siders n ¼ 100 processes, and the worst-case scenario for the
crash pattern. As we are interested in measuring the false
suspicions, the worst-case scenario is when no process
crashes. This is because a process pi wrongly suspects a
process pj (to have crashed) as soon as pj does not appear in
the estimate set of pi.
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3. Allowing a process to safely know which processes are crashed and
which process are alive requires a perfect failure detector [3], [17], and the
implementation of such a failure detector requires a stronger additional
equipment than local clocks and �ðÞ.

4. There is, however, an exception for the case of only two routers. In that
case, due to communication delays between the routers, the network can
momentarily behave as a partitioned network.



The function �ðÞ used in the simulation considers that
one process can crash per time unit. It is important to notice
that, as a time unit is defined with respect to communica-
tion, this definition of �ðÞ favors erroneous suspicions.

4.2 How Accurate is the Protocol?

Accuracy of an Estimate. We have seen (Theorem 1) that a
crashed process is eventually suspected. So, from a user
point of view, we define the accuracy of the protocol as the
probability that each estimate set it computes contains the
processes that are currently alive. (If the application layer
considers the assumption “no estimate set misses correct
processes,” the accuracy notion can be seen as a measure of
the coverage of that assumption [15].)

The following experiments have been realized to deter-
mine the accuracy provided by the protocol. In order to
measure the probability not to suspect a correct process after
the executionofx rounds, eachrun of thesimulation considers
that initially, each process wrongly suspects some number of
correct processes. The results are depicted in Fig. 4.

What We Learn from Fig. 4. Fig. 4 represents four curves
for different values of x namely, 40, 20, 10, and 5 rounds.
(Let us notice that the number of rounds can be interpreted
as the duration needed by the protocol to provide each
process with an accurate estimate set.)

Fig. 4 shows that when, initially, the number of wrong
suspicions does not bypass the majority of processes, the
probability for a process to have an estimate including all
processes after only five rounds is practically equal to one.
This can be seen as the normal case.

In unstable periods (i.e., when the communication delays
are particularly erratic), an estimate set can miss correct
processes. This situation can be seen as if the protocol starts
with initial wrong suspicions. The figure shows that when
such a period terminates, the estimate of a process does not
miss correct processes after x ¼ 40 rounds even if initially,
each process falsely suspects 80 processes. (The figure also
shows that this can be obtained in much less rounds when
there are less initial wrong suspicions, which is the case,
in practice).

Interestingly, Fig. 4 also shows that the only cases where
the protocol is unable to compute accurate estimate sets in a
reasonable number of rounds is when the number of initial
wrong suspicions is around 95 percent of the processes (i.e.,
in a case that practically never occurs).

4.3 How Fast is the Protocol Convergence?

Another important question concerns the convergence
speed (measured in number of rounds) of the protocol.
This issue is addressed in Figs. 5a and 5b.

What We Learn from Fig. 5a. Assuming an initial number
of wrong suspicions (horizontal axis), Fig. 5a gives the
number of rounds (vertical axis) required for a process to
obtain an estimate that does not miss correct processes. As an
example, the figure shows that if a process initially misses up
to 55 percent of the correct processes, these wrong suspicions
are corrected only after two rounds. Then the number of
rounds naturally increases. If a process initially misses up to
80 percent of the correct processes, these wrong suspicions
are corrected only after 13 rounds. The number of rounds
drastically increases only when the number of initial
suspicions bypasses 95 percent of the processes.

What We Learn from Fig. 5b. Fig. 5b offers another view
of the properties of the protocol. The simulation that
produced the results depicted in this figure considers that
the number of processes in the system equal to 50. Each
curve considers a particular value for the number of
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Fig. 4. Probability not to suspect correct processes.

Fig. 5. Simulation results: How fast is the protocol to provide an accurate estimate.



processes that are initially wrongly suspected, namely, 40,
30, 25, and 20. It gives the probability to have an accurate
estimate (no false suspicions) according to the number of
rounds that are performed. It is interesting to notice that the
four curves converge to one independently from the
number of initial wrong suspicion. Moreover, the shape of
the curves shows that this convergence is obtained quickly.
Let us also observe that, when the number of initial wrong
suspicions is less than the majority (which does correspond
to both the higher curves), the convergence is very fast. So,
this figure summarizes the two previous ones. It shows that:
1) after some number of rounds an estimate contains all the
processes that are alive (accuracy) and 2) this number of
round is relatively small (fast convergence).

5 A SYSTEM MODEL WITH BOTH t AND �ðÞ
Let us consider the traditional asynchronous message-
passing model where the model parameter t is an upper
bound on the number of processes that might crash (which
means here that “by assumption,” there is no execution in
which more than t processes crash). The previous results
encourage us to enhance this model by considering a model
providing both the parameter t and the function �ðÞ.

Let us consider the following basic statement usually
used after the broadcast of a query in the traditional
asynchronous message-passing model:

“wait until ðn� tÞ messages have been received.”
As noticed in the introduction, this is the “best” that can

be done with respect to the response quality criterion when
the only “additional knowledge” on the system behavior is
the parameter t. In the proposed extended model, this
basic statement can be left unchanged, or it can be rewritten
as follows:

“wait until maxðjesti:setj � �ð�Þ; n� tÞ
messages have been received,”

where esti:set and � are provided by the underlying
protocol described in Section 3.

It is important to notice that when we consider the number
of messages received as the quality of service criterion
associated with the wait until statement, the behavior of the
extended system model is usually better, and never worse,
than the one provided by the classical t-based system model.
This follows directly from the fact that for each wait until
statement, the number of messages received: 1) is never less
than n� t and 2) is usually greater according to the current
value of jesti:setj � �ð�Þ. In that sense, the extended system
model provides a better quality of service at a “small”
additional price (namely, including the function �ðÞ). More-
over, both waiting conditions (with or without �ðÞ) can be
used by an upper layer application according to its needs.

6 WAIT LONGER TO IMPROVE ACCURACY

This section studies the impact of the structure on the
underlying network. It presents a simple but practically
efficient technique to cope with this impact.

6.1 Impact of the Underlying Network

In the experiments described in Section 4, the processes
communicate through a network composed of intercon-
nected routers. This underlying communication structure is
such that, when two processes pi and pj are connected to

different routers, the messages they exchange suffer a router-
to-router delay. To take into account these routing latencies,
the simulator used in Section 4 adds a delay to each message
that uses more than one router to arrive at its destination
process [20]. Considering such a context, Fig. 5a has
presented the average number of rounds needed by the
protocol to ensure that no correct process falsely suspects
another correct process, this number of rounds being defined
as a function of the number of false suspicions initially
introduced. The curve presented in this figure has been
obtained for a given setting (namely, three routers, and a
constant router-to-router delay).

The present section investigates the impact of the router-
to-router delay on the convergence time (always expressed
as a number of rounds). Fig. 6 presents different curves,
obtained from executions of the protocol described in
Section 3.2. Each curve is associated with a particular
router-to-router delay. When looking at the four curves, we
see that the higher the router-to-router delay, the lower the
convergence time. However, when the router-to-router
delay, exceeds some threshold, the convergence time
increases exponentially (lowest curve in the figure) when
the initial number of false suspicions exceeds 70 percent.

These observations can be explained by the amount of new
information a process obtains at each round. With a small
router-to-router delay, all the processes are virtually con-
nected to the “same router” and they all belong to the same
cluster. Consequently, processes are discovered in a (nearly)
random fashion as each process waits for some number of
messages and different messages have the same probability
to be included in its set. Conversely, with a long delay, a
process receives messages first from processes connected to
the router it is connected to (i.e., from processes that are in the
same cluster), and only then from processes connected to
other routers (i.e., from other clusters).

The curves depicted in Fig. 6 represent two extreme cases
that may impact performances. In the simulations, the delay
from a process to a router is (on average) 35 time units, and a
router-to-router delay costs from 0 to 50 time units for the
different curves (respectively, 0, 10, 20, and 50 time units for
the four curves, as indicated at the top left of the figure). The
optimal configuration lies between the two extreme cases
depicted in the figure (highest and lowest curves). As shown
in the figure, a system whose router-to-router delay is 20 time
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Fig. 6. Convergence time for various router-to-router delays.



units converges quickly (and nearly always). Unfortunately,
this delay is a parameter that is not under the control of the
system administrator.

6.2 Improving the Protocol

As just seen, the processes that are within the same cluster
(i.e., connected to the same router or close to each other in
terms of number of routers) have shorter communication
delays than processes connected by more routers. As shown
in Fig. 6, this difference in communication delays may entail
a very long convergence time or even prevent the proposed
protocol from converging in “bad” settings (i.e., when
initially there is a high number of false suspicions). This
section shows that it is possible to remedy this problem in a
relatively simple way.

Let us first recall that the processes have no a priori
information on the structure of the communication network
and on router-to-router transfer delays. The idea is to force
every process to wait during some period of time (deter-
mined locally as shown later) before sending messages at the
beginning of each round. Of course, if all the processes delay
their messages in the same way, the status quo will be
maintained. The simple remedy to that problem consists in
favoring a small number of messages exchanged by distant
processes by establishing “small world”-like connections.

To that end, two local dates are associated with message
arrivals at each process. Let us notice that a message sent at
round rcan be received by pi, while that process is executing
any round r0. These local dates are defined as follows.

. ‘rr is the arrival date (measured by pi’s local clock) of
the last round r message received by pi, while it is

executing its round r (i.e., still waiting for round r
messages, as depicted in Fig. 7).

. It is possible that messages sent during round r
arrive at pi, while that process has already started
its round rþ 1(5). ‘rþ1

r is the local arrival date of
the last message (sent in round r) that is received
by pi, while it executes round rþ 1 (see Fig. 7). If
no round r message is received by pi, while it
executes its round rþ 1, we have ‘rþ1

r ¼ ‘rr.
The pair of values ð‘rr; ‘rþ1

r Þ computed by a process pi can

be used by the protocol, executed by pi, for the round rþ 2.

More precisely, process pi delays the sending of its messages

for a time period uniformly drawn from the interval

½0; ‘rþ1
r � ‘rr�. The aim of these additional delays is to favor

the on time arrival of messages sent by distant processes, and

consequently, improve the protocol accuracy despite the

heterogeneity of the underlying network configuration.
Fig. 8 illustrates the benefit of using the dates ‘rr and ‘rþ1

r .

The simulation results depicted in that figure correspond to

the execution of the protocol presented in Section 3.2

modified as explained above. The curves have been

obtained in the same setting as in Fig. 6 (that corresponds

to the base protocol). Comparing both figures shows that

the improved protocol allows the system to converge faster

in all situations without requiring any knowledge of the

structure of the underlying network. In particular, systems

with a huge router-to-router delay (that could entail a

partitioned view of the system when there are too many

false suspicions) now converge in few rounds even when

there is as much as 90 percent of false initial suspicions.
Remark. It is possible to analyze these results from a small

world point of view [10]. Each router defines a cluster whose

processes are tightly connected in the sense that any two

processes in the same cluster can be considered as local

neighbors. Adding a random delay to the waiting period

allows processes from different clusters to wait long enough

to receive messages from other clusters. This can be seen as

adding long-range neighbors (shortcuts in the small world

terminology [10]), as opposed to local neighbors. Such

shortcuts are known to be very useful for routing. The

proposed protocol shows that they can be simulated to

obtain more efficient exchanges of messages informing

which processes are alive in the system.
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Fig. 7. Arrival time of messages.

Fig. 8. Convergence time for various router-to-router random delays.

5. In that case, it is possible that; when pi has computed the waiting
period of its round rþ 1, it had only a partial view of the set of processes
that were alive at round r.



7 CONCLUSION

This paper focused on on the fly determination of which
processes are alive in an asynchronous-distributed system.
To that end, the paper proposes to replace the traditional
parameter t (that is assumed to define an upper bound on
the number of processes that can crash during an execution)
by a function (denoted as �ð�Þ) that returns an estimate of
the number of processes that can crash during a period of
� time units. The paper has proposed two protocols. The
first is based on a global clock. The second uses only
nonsynchronized local clocks (a local clock is used only to
allow a process to measure durations). A simulation study
has shown that these protocols ensure a pretty good quality
of service in the sense that an alive process never remains
suspected for a long time, while the crashed processes are
quickly suspected. Finally, the paper has also addressed the
case of heterogeneous communication networks.
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